I. INTRODUCTION
In r~cent years many analyses of experimental data have sought evidence for multi-Regge behavior of high-energy reaction amplitudes and inclusive cross sections) ' 1 ] the number-one objective being verification of double po~eron exchange.
[ Z] Controversy continues to surround the nature of the pomeron, its capacity to appear more than once in a single amplitude being doubted by those who regard the pomeron not as a Regge pole but merely as a synonym for r'diffraction''. In spite of the importance of the question, there has been -remarkable lack of agreement among particle physicists as to what constitutes a suitable experimental test for the presence (or absence) of double pomeron exchange. In this paper, by reviewing already established information on single pomeron exchange, we are led to propose definitive criteria for testing the double -pomeron hypothesis.
Pomeron exchange is definable either in an exclusive or in an inclusive sense [ 3 ] --as one recognizes immediately in the original application to differential elastic as well as to total cross sections.
Double-pomeron exchange may correspondingly refer to double exclusive, double inclusive or single inclusive-single exclusive. We concentrate in this paper on double-exclusive measurements --for three, reasons:
( 1) Much more attention has been devoted to data relevant to the other ' :::
two categories from which, despite ambiguities of interpretation, it is no~ Widely accepted [ 1 ] that double p0mer0n effeCtS are indicated. >!C
The double inclusive que.stion is usually phrased as the presence or absence of a central energy-: independent plateau in an inclusive distribution. The single inclusive-single exclusive question is posed as the presence or absence of a PPP term in a triple Regge expansion.
·-2-
Theoretical skepticism about multiple pomeron effects in the exclusive sense seems sharper than for the inclusive. 
where there may occur a double-pomeron exchange contribution to the amplitude as schematically indicated in Fig. 1 . We shall begin this paper by reviewing the literature on such reactions and stressing the absence of a uniformly-accepted criterion for establishing th'e double pomeron effect. We then consider a criterion that has become accepted in studying single-pomeron (exclusive) effects and examine the consequences of employing the corresponding criterion for double-pomeron exchange. Although our conclusion from such a criterion is that no expe~iment to date· yields significant evidence for or against exclusive double pomeron effects, we are able to spell out the requirements for 'meaningful experiments feasible with present accelerators. We discuss several models that are useful in data analysis and review previous work in these terms ..
II.
WHAT IS A 11 POMERON -ASSOCIATED EVENT"? Table I lists the published experiments on reactions of the type -3-.
[ 4 5] (1) and the type of analysis used to define double-pomeron 11 evehts 11 • '
In each case a certain portion of phase space was identified as being the region where the double pomeron mechanism had the best chance to show itself. But the choice of this region varied from one experiment to another as did the efforts ~o estimate "background 11 • The principles of quantum mechanics preclude any precise basis for associating a given event with pomeron exchange, but experience with single (exclusive} pomeron exchange has led to widespread use of the concept of 11 diffractive" events. Although this concept cannot be precise, it is useful and has become understood by particle physicists in a fairly uniform sense; the concept is equivalent to a definition of a 11 pomeron- We thus propose a preliminary definition of a "double-pomeron event" of the type AB-+AXB (see Fig. 1 Although the definition of DPE is given in terms of xA and xB, an important kinematic constraint is more easily re.cognized if one thinks in terms of the corresponding rapidity gaps y AX and yBX" The sum y AX+ y BX evidently cannot be greater than the gap y AB between the outgoing particles A and B, while y AB i~:~ limited* by s:
We thus have:
or--using relations (3), (4) and (5) We are defining double-pomeron events as those which fall into the region where
-Z e B:s,o.1, ( 11) or ( 12) One sees by this definition how the region of possible DPE events expands with increasing total energy.· A useful feature of the triangle plot, in addition to its geometrical simplic:ity,is that, at high energy, equal areas within the triangle correspond to equal regions of 11 multiperipheral phase space.
11
This statement will be made precise in Section V when we consider the question of multi-Regge analysis. For the moment we merely remark that the linear expansion with £n s of the DPE region in Fig. 3 implies a parallel increase in the expected number of DPE events.
The larger s is, the more favorable are the conditions for observing DPE. Figure 3 shows that the absolute minimum s for DPE observation is given by s in ( -) :::: 2 (Fig. 3b ).
-8- The factorizability of the pomeron (see Eq. 14) leads one to expect that the ratio of DPE cross sections in pp and il'P collisions is approximately equal to the ratio of the corresponding elastic eros s sections (:.:::2).
Experiments at lower energies have no better statistics in the DPE region so it will suffice to ask whether the presen~ly available 205 GeV /c results do or do not establish the existence of double-pomeron exchange.
In other words, can the 8 (or 19) events be no more than ''background" . . Let us first analyze the problem in terms o~ the rapidity gaps yAX and yBX and later change to the equivalent Z variables. We assume that the two momentum-transfer variables tA and tB have also beep measured.
At a fixed value of the total energy, if we sum over the variables of the internal cluster, the eros s section is a function of four independent variables, ~· tB' .YAX' and' yBX" The mass of the internal" cluster is fixed by the difference between yAX + yBX and the total rapidity interval yAB as given by Formula (6) in te~ms of s. Let us designate by Yx * the rapidity interval spanned by the central cluster, so that
For large values of yAX and yBX' according to double-Regge theory, [12] t e 1 erentla cross sectlon as an asymptotlc expans1on i,j,k,i.
* .
~
The mass squared of the central cluster is roughly equal to s 0 e as shown in Formula (29). With sufficient statistics the analysis can proceed for fixed values of tA and tB, or one may integrate over these variables and replace each a by an appropriate t average. In either case let us now drop further reference to tA and tB and concentrate on the Regge dependence on yAX and yBX exhibited by Formula (14).
Exploitation of this simple Regge dependence, which is to be the basis of our analysis, requires that Yx be kept fixed. Keeping the constraint (13) in mind, it is convenient to define so that
We may then rewrite Formula ( 14) as 
Remembering the relation ( 6 
Implementation of Formula (19) is made easier by using a slightly different plot than that of the two sides of the triangle,s·o the validity of formula (19), which requires both Z A and ZB to be large, is restricted to the central lower region. The dotted lines in Fig. 6 , for example, delineate the domain where both Z A and ZB are larger than 2.3, that is, the region labeled DPE in Fig. 3 .
Formula ( 19) shows that if for some range of Z and Z X within the central lower region the cross section is found to be independent of s, one will have established exclusive double-pomeron exchange.
That is, since no a can he larger than 1, absence of s-dependence can .. At the same time, according to formula (19), such complete pomeron dominance implies an absence of dependence on Z. By itself, of course, the latter observation would not be proof of double-pomeron exchange.
In practice one expects a substantial role for secondary Regge poles, so let us now look at the "background" that tends to obscure for the horizontal axis.
• -13-
. R 
The two "background" terms may be identified with the two single-. 
VII. COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS DEFINITIONS OF (DPE)
A. Kinematics
Previous definitions of DPE have used a variety of cuts on masses and (or) momentum transfer, as well as rapidity cuts. Let us see how the Z variables proposed here are related to previously-studied variables.
1. First we note that the requirement ZA(ZB) ;:::2. 3 is equivalent to demanding that MXA(~B) be less than~·
More drastic definitions of single diffraction (placing a lower limit on lx I bigger than 0.9) would give the .cuts on MXA (and ~B) shown in Fig. 7 . In this figure, the darker line represents (vs Plab) the maximum value reachable by lxA I and lxB I when these variables are constrained , to be equal to each other (Fig. 3) . 
and assuming lyrr -y AI sufficiently large that -+ -+ and also that p 1 n.P lA averages to zero, we have Our proposed criterion for DPE has been expressed in terms of the Z variables, independently of the form of the dependence on tA and tB. Pomeron factorization predicts a peaking at small ItA I and I tB I related to that in elastic scattering, but practically all high.
energy reactions exhibit such.pea).<.s, so they cannot easily be used as part of a systematic experimental definition of DPE. Earlier work [ 4 c] has sometimes attempted to employ t-dependence as part of a DPE criterion, but we shall ignore such considerations.
-19-C. The Different Analyses Which Have Been Performed Table I gives a summary of the reactions and momenta (Columns 1, 2) of the study, the different cuts adopted (Column 3) and the reE!ults (Column 4) of each.of these experiments. Table II translates into variables, Z A' ZB the different data of Table I (Column 3) and gives in Column 4 the different kinematical limits of the experiment.
Column 5 gives the information on DPE in terms of our criteria.
Before going into details, we observe that previous studies have based the definitions of (DPE) on ( 1) 2) The rapidity variables y AX and yBX [ 4 d ]:
In a study applied to the 205 GeV / c '!1'-p experiment, events. were called (DPE) which had both y AX and yBX ;::: 2.
A consequence of our presently-proposed definition of single diffraction (.9 ~ lxA B I ~ 1, independent of the particle A orB corisid- 
VIII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
On the basis that the most satisfactory criterion for single exclusive pomeron exchange (single diffraction) relates to a ratio of the missing mass to total energy, we have proposed a corresponding criterion for double exclusive pomeron exchange in terms of two simultaneously measurable ratios. Multi-Regge models[ 12 ' 13 ] allow a triangle-plot analysis of the dependence in these ratios, and it has been shown that measurements over the range of energies available at NAL. will allow decisive tests of the double-pomeron hypothesis.
At the same time, we have demonstrated that measurements to date, when analyzed through the triangle plot, still have inadequate statistics within the region of relevance to double -pomeron exchange. The -22,..
• presence or absence of the double (exclusive} pomeron mechanism currently remains an undecided question.
• ..
-23- • a fit based ona multi Regge Model [ 12] of the density inside the triangle y vs y AX BX ·• selection based on a pion pole dominance modelz [17] s7T+7T-f ;;;. 2 GeV , sp7T;;;. 4 Gev2, ast y --;;;. 
+ -
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• longitudinal Phase-Space analysis • Small energy dependence in the PP-+ p1r 1T P (pp World central region found consistent OST)
· with a sizable (OPE) effect, but Sa limited to the high energy range of 19-25 Ge V /c.
• uses double Regge Model [18) • For the energy range considered, (pp World to select events Pomeron-Reggeon exchange is OST) adequate to explain the data without any contribution from double Pomeron exchange. ·Sb
• Mp1T1T > 1.7.GeV,I cos e*l ;;;. •9
• A spin-parity analysis of the .1I1f.
s~stem indicates a substantial (0*, angle between incoming and P-wave contribution arguing against corresponding outgoing proton) -(OPE) dominance. to make prediction on M(1T1T) inside LPS region for (OPE) .
12 and 24 • I Y;+1T-1 < 0.5
• Observation of an enhancement in the low (21T) mass region.
• Mx < 0.6 GeV
• This low mass is completely dominated by fragmentations Sd and/or excitation of the incident protons.
• a upper limit at 24 GeV /c = 30 J. [b. ·.
•
205
• selection based on a pion pole • 9 events-+ a= (44 ± 15)J.Ib in dominance model [-17) , agreement with the prediction of •effective ZA + ZB ;> 5. 7
reaches boundary of triangle ( Fig. 3) •not symmetric cut as in the present analysis. Nevertheless. crosssections of both selections are in agreement
•the events selected belong to the (DPE) region and crosssections are in agree--ment with the prediction of a pion pole dominance model [17] and the present analysis ecut on M drastic as far be~w beginning of (DPE) region according to (9) and ( 12) : .. 8 10 Zs XBL745-3116 .. 
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